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THE RISE OF THE NEW HYBORIAN LEGION, PART SEVEN
By Lee A. Breakiron
As we saw in our first installment [1], the Robert E. Howard United Press Association (REHupa) was
founded in 1972 by a teen-aged Tim Marion as the first amateur press association (apa) devoted to Howard.
Brian Earl Brown became Official Editor (OE) by 1977 and put in a lot of work guiding the organization,
though not always competently. The Mailings at that time were in a real doldrums due to the paucity of
REH-related content and the lack of any interest by Brown to do anything about it, even to the point of his
weakening the rules that used to require such content. He at least had good communications with members,
explaining problems and actions, and holding votes over issues. In the early 1980s, Rusty Burke, Vernon
Clark, and Graeme Flanagan started pushing for more Howard-related content, with Burke finally wresting
away the editorship from Brown, as we shall see. By 1983, the regular membership stood at only 22 and
Mailings were running about 190 pages in length, though the 10th anniversary issue #60 did peak at 478.
L. Sprague de Camp, Glenn Lord, and Karl Edward Wagner were honorary members, and copies were
being archived at Ranger, Tex., Junior College.
Former, longtime REHupan James Van Hise wrote the first comprehensive history of REHupa through
Mailing #175. [2] Like him, but more so, we are focusing only on noteworthy content, especially that
relevant to Howard. Here are the highlights of Mailings #61 through #70.
Mailing #61 (Jan., 1983) only ran 71 pages, despite all there was to comment upon in the huge #60
Mailing, in part because of lost members, members’ dues being in arrears, and one zine being an illegible
ditto. Brown won the election for OE over Burke 9 to 6 in a turnout so light that the non-voters could have
swung the election the other way. As Van Hise says, “Sometimes people get the OE they deserve.” [2, p.
25] The new Rules proposed in Mailing #59 were ratified.
De Camp submits a letter saying, in part:
Nourse’s casual comment [about REH being suicide-obsessed] was made while driving
away from the Brownwood Cemetery. In the seventeen years since then, I have learned
much about REH, including his lifelong determination not to outlive his mother, and the
frustration and suppressed fury in which he went around most of the time. From what we
have learned, his reincarnationism was a tentative belief or half-belief. He had no one
consistent supernaturalistic ideology. Sometimes he would argue as a Baptist, sometimes
as a Campbellite, sometimes as a mystic reincarnationist, and sometimes as a firm agnostic.
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One friend said he thought a contributing factor in Robert’s suicide was impatience to find
out what the next world was like.
In Dark Valley Destiny, we avoid psychiatric terms (Oedipal, schizoid, &c.), not
because we don’t think them justified, but because various schools of the mental sciences
differ widely in their usage. No matter how carefully a well-informed layman applies such
terms, someone from a different school will jump all over him. (p. 1)
Steve Trout rails about Brown’s editorial incompetence and the misfortune of Brown’s relection. Clark
also rants against Brown’s tampering with apa Rules and his failure to recruit new members. Burke declares
that he’s disgusted with the election results. “I’m wondering why the hell I put so much time and effort
into activity for an apa so few seem to care anything about. … I find the fact that the course of the apa for
yet another year has been set by a group who rarely contribute more than the bare minimum, and who even

Charlie Williams’s
cover for the zines by
Trout, Burke, Clark,
and Williams in
REHupa #61
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more rarely talk about Robert E. Howard.” (p. 1) He denounces Brown as an inept and capricious
administrator. He says that he and his Knoxville continent (Rogues in the Appalachians [RITA] = Burke,
Clark, Trout, and Charlie Williams) will be slacking off in their contributions in protest (in part explaining
the small Mailings around this time). He states that sloppy and uninspired OEship can destroy an apa by
encouraging departures and discouraging new members from joining. “… I, for one, feel that Robert E.
Howard deserves better than he’s getting.” (p. 2)
Williams observes that, at fan conventions, “Fantasy Gamers … remind me of militant ElfQuest fans.
At MidSouthCon II a guy in the dealer’s room (dressed as Baron Kanuub) almost took a swing at me when
I dismissed the ElfQuest series as ‘sentimental,’ ‘Smurfs with overactive glands,’ and ‘babyfood Tolkien.”
(p. 3) Leon Gammell has a trip report on the Ninth Annual LOSCON convention held by the Los Angeles
Science Fiction Society.
Running only 64 pages, Mailing #62 (Mar., 1983) sees three more members leave and one join. Brown
states that, in response to some members regarding his recent reelection, he’s decided not to run for OE
again. Joe Marek points out to de Camp that “The Devil in Iron” should follow “Xuthal of the Dusk,” rather
than precede it as in de Camp’s ordering, because it is stated in “Devil” that Conan is reminded of Xuthal.
(De Camp agrees in the next Mailing, noting that even Howard missed this.) Robert Mancebo reviews Poul
Anderson’s Conan the Rebel, criticizing his characterization of Bêlit as too nice and insufficiently forceful.
Mark Evans opines, regarding Solomon Kane, “Something that should be plain in the source of this
character’s name is his staff. According to the stories, it is the staff of Moses and had at one time been used
by Solomon. Thus it is, in a most literal sense, Solomon’s cane.” (p. 3)
By Mailing #63, membership had declined to 18 and the number of pages to 60. Clark attributes the
declining apa membership to Brown’s refusal to give up the OEship. He says REHupa is getting boring,
having little to offer but mindless prattle. He prints an ad selling The Ghost Ocean paperback, the Dark
Winds #1 zine, and a separate zine version of Weird Tales (the erotic satire by him and his RITA cohorts
from Mailing #50). Flanagan presents his Egoboo Poll on the members’ opinions of one another’s zines; it
is topped by Burke, Flanagan, and Rick McCollum. William Fulwiler says that he “amused myself while
watching The Sword and the Sorcerer movie by trying to identify the various Robert E. Howard stories
from which scenes, ideas, characters, and dialogue were stolen. Among them were The Hour of the Dragon,
“A Witch Shall Be Born,” “The Phoenix on the Sword,” “Shadows in Zamboula,” and “The Shadow
Kingdom.” (p. 4) Loay Hall returns to the apa to announce the publication of Charlotte Laughlin and Daniel
Levack’s illustrated bibliography De Camp (Underwood/Miller, 1983), to which Hall contributed. He also
says that he’s working on a Reader’s Guide to de Camp for Starmont House [which was never published].
James Coplin’s fan fiction, “To Take Iron off a Dead Man,” is praised by members and is reproduced later
herein.
In Mailing #64 (July, 1983), contention between Brown and his opponents leads to the resignation of
five more members, bringing the roster down to 15. Brown mentions that he only ran for OE last time “out
of spite” for his opponents. (p. 16) Clark condemns Brown for staying on as OE, maintaining that members
were dropping out of REHupa “because it is no longer the wonderful thing to read that it once was.” (p. 3),
due to Brown’s lackluster promotion and leadership. Then Clark reprints author Howard Waldrop’s article
“Journey to Cross Plains” [3] about Waldrop’s visit to Cross Plains in 1966, which is reproduced later
herein. He closes with the comment: “Robert E. Howard’s writings are important to me for the quality of
his storytelling, the intensity of his imagination, and the driving hunger for success in his art. I hope he
found the comfort in the afterlife that he always searched for in life. I, at least, will always remember the
joys and thrills I received from reading his stories and poems.” (p. 8) Trout runs a comic strip in which he
fablizes REHupa’s current plight, and states it is his final contribution for the time being because he has
“no interest in being a member of the apa this is becoming” (p. 6), namely dull and uninspired.
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Art by Floyd
Choat in
Mailing #64

De Camp announces that his Howard biography Dark Valley Destiny has at last been sold to Bluejay
Books. Larry Carmody has a trip report on the World Fantasy Convention in New York City, where he
saw authors de Camp, Parke Godwin, Stephen King, Julian May, Alan Ryan, and Peter Straub. Mancebo
reviews Karl Edward Wagner’s Conan pastiche The Road of Kings (Bantam, 1979). He says that it is
colorful, exciting, imaginative, a little too slow in some parts and a little too graphic in others, with a Conan
that is too much of a thinker. He suggests that Conan stories don’t work well at novel length.
Mailing #65 (Sep., 1983) contains letters from Glenn Lord, Wagner, and de Camp. Bob Subiaga submits
an essay comparing Howard and Edgar Rice Burroughs. Bill Bridget reports on a trip to Lord Dunsany’s
castle, during which he met Dunsany’s son. Flanagan has a trip report on his visit to the US from his native
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Australia, which included visits with authors E. Hoffmann Price, Fritz Leiber, and Robert Bloch and fan
writer and collector Forrest Ackerman. “Mr. Leiber, who is a very tall, distinguished and thoroughly
charming person, lives in an apartment which is small but has great character, crammed as it is with books,
magazines, astronomical charts, photographs, sculpture (including a bust of his father, Fritz Leiber Sr.) and,
of course, an impressive display of Hugo, Nebula and other awards. We ate dinner at a nearby restaurant
and then returned to the apartment for a couple of hours of conversation. Mr. Leiber is a delightful
conversationalist …” (p. 4) He also visited REHupans Clark, Trout, and Williams, SF writer Basil Wells,
and writer, editor, and collector Robert Weinberg.
Hall talks about his struggle to market his reprint anthology Dark Sorceries. [It was never published.]
Terry Dale describes the successive phases of Conan’s literary career from Weird Tales through the current
pastiches, reviewing many of the latter. He finds de Camp and Lin Carter’s efforts to be mixed successes,
Andrew Offutt’s to be failures, and Wagner to be the only writer in recent years to be comparable to Howard
for style and color. In Brown’s zine, Subiaga criticizes Leiber for his supposedly uninteresting Sword &
Sorcery stories, namely those of Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser, which he finds too tongue-in-cheek and
lacking in realistic horror. Brown replies that Sword & Sorcery can have aspects different from those
evident in REH, such as satire and irony, and that the Gray Mouser is meant to epitomize cleverness. (In
the next Mailing, Burke responds by rerunning his essay “Well Met in Lankhmar” from Mailing #53 and
adds, “I think [Subiaga] has missed the point of Leiber’s characterizations of Faf and the Mouser. They are
drawn as broad caricatures, and are meant to be unbelievable, in a sense. Though they are Leiber’s attempt
to portray heroes of more human proportions than most, because of this they must be endowed with skill
which seems unbelievable. This is, after all, the literature of the fantastic we’re dealing with, here.” (p. 6))
Fulwiler runs a list of and credits for 10 movies based on stories from Weird Tales.
Mailing #66 (Nov., 1983) has a letter from de Camp. Robert Schwartz claims that Wagner’s The Road
of Kings is modeled step by step on the Russian Revolution. Schwartz also comments on H. P. Lovecraft’s
fiction and Howard’s racism. Subiaga explores Jack London’s profound influence on REH. “The power
of Howard’s simple but pulse-pounding style seems derived from London’s, something which added a
credibility and believability into weird fiction that it never knew before …” (p. 9) He also discusses
supernatural horror in fiction and compares REH with Burroughs and Leiber, in particular commenting on
why he feels Leiber’s Sword & Sorcery isn’t as effective as it could be. Bridget talks about Celtic traditions.
Evans reports on his trip to the World Science Fiction Convention (Worldcon). Clark announces that his
zine Dark Winds #2 will be available in 1984 and will feature the work of many current and former
REHupans, including Burke, Maureen Campbell, Fulwiler, McCollum, Trout, Williams, and Doug Winter.
Its 80-plus pages would be offset-printed and full of articles, poetry, and art. He adds that Lord and he are
at work on an REH Verse Index updating the one in Lord’s The Last Celt (1976). Dark Winds #3 would
be a Clark Ashton Smith special. Regarding Howard’s suicide, Mancebo says:
The world is big enough for men like Howard, Hemingway & London but the color,
violence and life that seeped through the pages of their stories was that which leaked from
their wounded spirits. [It was thought then that London had committed suicide.]
Howard wasn’t “Crazy as a bed bug.” Although it might have seemed that way. He
just didn’t fit into the place he was born into so he made his own place, his world of fantasy.
He filled it with color and life but, in the end, he found that it was an empty place wherein
only he [abided]. Oh, he had fans, maybe mail from admirers, but without the touch of a
caring human hand, without people to share his world with, it was an empty place. Not as
empty as the world around him where people thought of him as a crazy day dreamer. At
least in his fantasy worlds he was in control, but control is not the same as life.
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Art by Rusty Burke from Mailing #66

Finding that his made up worlds, no matter how carefully constructed or exciting, were
only fleeting moments of happiness, Robert E. Howard moved on to the only new frontier
he could envision as being open to him, as he was.
I pray that he found the peace and warmth in the next life that eluded him for so long in
this one. (p. 3)
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In Mailing #67 (Jan., 1984), we learn that Burke has won the election for OE, essentially unanimously.
De Camp has a letter. Doug Wirth runs sample comic strips of Crom the Barbarian and information on
and examples of Frazetta’s art. Brown says the pulp writer Gardner F. Fox probably wrote the Crom strips.
Subiaga makes more comparisons among Howard, Burroughs, and J. R. R. Tolkien.
Burke takes the editorial reins in Mailing #68 (Mar., 1984). He has already been pulling in new members
to revitalize the apa after the nadir of Brown’s tenure. Several former members rejoin now. In a letter, de
Camp mentions the unauthorized Mexican comic book series La Reina de la Costa Negra (The Queen of
the Black Coast), featuring original stories about a blond Conan [which was later profiled by Shanks [4]].
Fulwiler disagrees with Dale’s statement in Mailing #67 that the movie Conan the Barbarian made no
attempt to be faithful in any way to Howard. “The film doesn’t strictly conform to the details of Conan’s
life as set down in Howard’s stories, but I think it’s faithful to the spirit of Howard’s fiction. In writing the
screenplay, Milius and Stone drew ideas and characters not only from the Conan tales, but also from other
Howard stories. The scene with the witch was inspired by the Bran Mak Morn story ‘Worms of the Earth.’
The scenes of Conan fighting as a gladiator were suggested by Kull’s comment, in ‘By This Axe I Rule!,’
that he once fought as a gladiator in the arenas of Lemuria. As Doug Wirth pointed out a few mailings
back, the line about raising demons by striking Conan in the face was taken from the Kull tale ‘The Mirrors
of Tuzun Thune.’ Thulsa Doom, of course, was drawn from the Kull stories.” (p. 1) Fulwiler also disagrees
with Brown’s assertion that the situations and plots in REH’s tales bear no resemblance to those in
Burroughs’s stories. “Compare the scene in ‘Red Nails’ in which Conan and Valeria are trapped by a
dragon with chapter six of Tarzan the Terrible. Compare the scene in ‘A Witch Shall Be Born’ in which
Conan battles the vulture with chapter seven of Tarzan the Untamed. Compare Almuric with A Princess of
Mars. Regarding similarities of Burroughs’ and Howard’s fictional characters, I think it’s obvious that Kull
and Conan are modeled after Tarzan to some extent. Tarzan is a savage and a moody killer, and these
aspects of his character are reflected in Kull and Conan. For more on this, see my essay “Tarzan, Kull, and
Conan” in Amra #62 (October 1974). Incidentally, there’s no doubt Howard was well-acquainted with
Burroughs’ fiction, as his library included eleven Burroughs novels.” (p. 2)
Bridget has a trip report on ChattaCon. Campbell talks about her Celtic roots and interests. Flanagan
presents a bibliography of Sword & Sorcery anthologies. Lord lists some forthcoming anthologies
containing REH stories and reveals that Conan Properties, Inc. lost its suit against Conan’s Pizza in Austin
over trademark infringement because it waited too long to file. [Conan’s Pizza was to remain in business
until it closed up shop in 2019.] Marek has a Pike Bearfield bibliography. Trout rejoins with a bibliography
of the Ballantine Fantasy series of paperbacks. Clark reports on his trip to the 1983 World Fantasy
Convention in Chicago.
In a letter in Mailing #69 (May, 1984), de Camp echoes his Lancer-preface diatribes about REH’s
psychological problems, showing he is still convinced they were serious even after completing Dark Valley
Destiny. “My candid opinion of Howard’s Conan v. those of his modern pasticheurs (myself included) is
that, while some of the more recent stories are more smoothly done than REH’s, with fewer inconsistencies
and unlikely inconsistencies, none has quite the hypnotic intensity of Howard’s originals. The reason is
that none of us suffers from the fears, hatreds, and obsessions that bedeviled Howard. Obviously, I am not
going to my neighborhood shrink and say: Hey, doc, will you please unbalance me so I can write as
intensely as Robert Howard?” (p. 1) De Camp repeats this in a 1987 letter to Cromlech #2. [5]
Flanagan surveys and critiques Henry Kuttner’s Sword & Sorcery tales, which consisted of four stories
about Elak of Atlantis (initially appearing in Weird Tales) and two about Prince Raynor of Sardopolis
(appearing in Strange Tales). “Although the 4 Elak stories contain vigorous action, and as much sorcery
as one could wish for, they are not wholly successful because Kuttner fails to breathe any life into Elak.
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He reveals next to nothing of Elak’s personality and throughout the series he remains little more than a
name to the reader. The most successful writers are generally those who can make us care about their
creations, or at least force us to register some emotion. While I enjoyed the stories, I could not have cared
in the least had Elak met his demise …” (p. 5) Flanagan found the characters in the Raynor stories to be
better-drawn and more appealing. He presents another segment of his Sword & Sorcery checklist, this time
mainly listing novels and collections devoted to individual authors, namely Anderson, Carter, de Camp,
Fox, John Jakes, Leiber, Michael Moorcock, Offutt, Wagner, and 42 others. In a Mailing Comment to
Bridget, he says, “I read for enjoyment, and don’t feel the need to be able to place the things that I read in
the overall context of the world’s literature. While I respect those with a knowledge of literature, I read
enough ‘great literature’ at school to know that I prefer Robert E. Howard and Robert Bloch, and I refuse
to let myself be made to feel inferior to those snobs and would-be intellectuals who think they know better.
One person in particular who does upset me is noted H.P. Lovecraft scholar S.T. Joshi. Joshi, a genuine
intellectual, seems only able to convince himself that Lovecraft is a worthy subject for study by making a
case for Lovecraft as a writer of ‘literature,’ unlike Stephen King, who writes insignificant rubbish …,” at
least according to Joshi. (p. 14)
Brown goes into a tirade against a comical depiction by Trout, in the previous Mailing, of Burke seizing
a crown (i.e. the OEship of REHupa) in greedy triumph. “I never thought of myself as ‘leading’ REHUPA
or of being its chief cheerleader or otherwise having a more vital concern for the apa than anyone else. I
was just a paper shuffler doing a necessary, tedious and not at all rewarding task. When Steve Trout and
Vern Clark began complaining about the way I was handling the OE’s job I could not understand what their
complaint was all about because to my mind I was handling the job perfectly. … In printing this drawing
Rusty declares his support to Trout’s outrageous notion that I was some kind of dictator and that the people
who elected me to OE last time were some kind of thoughtless dupes to a Brown machine.” (p. 1) Sour
grapes indeed. Brown’s unenthusiastic attitude and lack of involvement in REHupa were precisely the
problems with his editorship.
Campbell talks about her Irish ancestry. Kolstad claims that Howard never wrote anything that could
be considered great literature. Collins submits her own Solomon Kane pastiche, which will be completed
in Mailing #71. McCollum runs one of his new comic strips. Wirth has a retrospective and critique of
Frank Thorne’s comics about his Rabelaisian Sword & Sorcery heroine Ghita of Alizarr, with samples of
Thorne’s art. Clark reviews Dark Valley Destiny, which, surprisingly even to himself, he found fair and
accurate, though de Camp’s opinions and conclusions “still lack the rigor and depth that an individual as
complex as Howard deserves. Ultimately Dark Valley Destiny achieves no new psychological ground from
de Camp’s earlier writings on Howard − such as Blond Barbarians & Noble Savages, or Literary
Swordsmen and Sorcerers. As in earlier writings on the subject, de Camp’s mind is already made up
regarding Howard. Interesting new evidence and testimonials of Howard’s adult companions and girlfriend are not explored fully enough, and are rather portrayed too quickly as acceptable support of de
Camp’s theories rather than examined as evidence with varied possible interpretations. Too quickly de
Camp abandons alternative psychological analysis and instead trumpets his inevitable conclusion that
Howard never could grow up. That REH could never emancipate himself from his mother ad infinitum…”
(p. 9) Clark also has a nine-page Wagner bibliography. Burke proposes that the required zine count be
dropped from 45 to 40.
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Art by Ned
Dameron in
Mailing #69
(written for Chap.
2 of “Black
Colossus” but
never used)
Mailing #70 (July, 1984) has letters from Lord and de Camp which are so informative
that they warrant reproduction:
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Regarding de Camp’s claim in Mailing #69 that REH was crazy, Flanagan asks, “Do you really think
that Howard only wrote with the intensity that he did because he was mentally unstable? Does it follow
that all writers who have any degree of intensity in their work are necessarily mentally unbalanced?” (p. 5)
Flanagan runs a bibliography of the pulp adventures of Captain Future, most of which were written by
Edmond Hamilton. Flanagan’s bibliographies, compiled well before the advent of the Internet, indicate an
encyclopedic familiarity with libraries, literature reviews, and publisher catalogs, not to mention his
extensive book and magazine collection, though he says his collection pales in comparison to that of former
REHupan Leon Gammell. [The largest REH-related collections I have known of were those of Lord and
Weinberg.] Flanagan bought pulp-related letters from fan Emil Petaja; he reproduces one from Weird Tales
artist Hugh Rankin in his current zine and says he will reproduce a letter from REH in his next one.
Barger reviews Dark Valley Destiny. He mentions he has interviewed Conan pasticheur James O.
Rigney, Jr., a.k.a. Robert Jordan. “He has written lots of stuff, under different names. Writing the Conan
stuff is a job for him, one he takes seriously of course. But it is a job; he has no emotional involvement in
REH or suchlike as have all who have come before him in the pastiche field. Should one applaud or cry?
I prefer to think of it as a sign of REH’s success.” (p. 4) Brown reviews Jordan’s Conan the Invincible,
which he found banal. “Jordan writes in a passable pastiche of Howard’s style but without the color and
rhyme that made Howard’s prose at times absolutely masterful.” (p. 4)
In a Mailing Comment to de Camp, Collins opines, “To say none of the modern pastichers can match
Howard’s original style because Howard was crazy is rather an easy out. Simply because Howard
committed suicide it has been considered fair play to slough off his natural, and damned enviable, ability
to create a rousing good tale to the stereotyped Mad Poet’s neurosis. However, no one bothers to say the
same of [Burroughs], who was as screwy as my Great Aunt Fanny’s weathervane. The reason no one has
been able to match Howard on his own turf is because it is his own turf. The heroes and adventures he
created were born out of his own fertile imagination which – imagination being psychotic or no – was his
sole territory. And I fully believe that someone else’s creation can not be fully replicated with the original
spirit, no matter how talented the pasticher may be. Conan is Howard’s as much as Holmes was Doyle’s.”
(p. 2) Then Trout says to de Camp: “Perhaps one does have to suffer to be an artist; are you implying that
Howard’s tortured life was the cause of his unique writing ability?” (p. 7)
McCollum runs an eight-page comic strip of his own that likens Brown’s OEship to a failed bloody
battle with Burke and his cohorts. Wirth reproduces pulp magazine covers, Frazetta and Thorne art, his
own published articles on Prince Valiant and the Conan the Destroyer movie, and letters written to him by
Prince Valiant artist Hal Foster and Thorne.
The start of REHupa’s second decade finally saw the end of Brian Earl Brown’s editorship, with its
minimal enthusiasm, its increasingly small Mailings, and its dwindling membership, followed by the
promising beginning of Rusty Burke’s tenure, a new era of increasing dedication to Howard’s literary
legacy.
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A portrait of Solomon Kane by Stephen Fabian, commissioned by Graeme Flanagan and used as the
cover of his zine in Mailing #70. It later appeared in The Fantastic Worlds of Robert E. Howard (1997).
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JAMES COPLIN’S TALE “TO TAKE IRON OFF A DEAD MAN”
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HOWARD WALDROP’S 1966 VISIT TO CROSS PLAINS
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POEMS ON THE EDGE
I was fortunate enough to pick up Poems of the Edge, a 2005 book of 10 REH poems in a run of only
five copies, during the auction of Glenn’s collection at the 2019 Windy City Pulp and Paper Convention
near Chicago for $700. It was edited by Bernd Karwath and Thomas Kovacs, and published by Kovacs’s
Panther’s Cage press, Switzerland, as an 8½×12-inch hardback with marbled inside pastedowns and 56
pages. The poems, illustrated by Hubert Schweizer, are “Cimmeria,” “Slumber,” “Black Chant Imperial,”
“Rune,” “The Return of Sir Richard Grenville,” “Ghost Dancers,” “The Thing on the Roof,” “The Bride of
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Cuchulain,” “Niflheim,” and “The Dweller in Dark Valley,” with an additional illustration by Bodo Schäfer.
An afterword states: “Five copies privately printed and handbound, in dedication to Robert E. Howard
whose mind – with its unfathomable depths, myriads of facets and sheer infinite imagination was deep and
powerfully imaginative. Sometimes dark and violent, sometimes melancholic and brooding, always on the
edge.”
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